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Rx-Manager 

                    The NTS Rx-Manager is a productivity enhancement 
tool  for  the  OpenText  document  management storage and 
retrieval  applications,  which  provides  quick and easy health 
inspection of the Application Xtender’s database and repository. 

Ensuring a healthy 
and productive day 
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Buddha stated: To keep the body in good health 

is a duty; otherwise, we shall not be able to 

keep our mind strong and clear. 

A healthy system must be watched 24/7 for 

activities, and this is where the NTS Rx-

Manager comes into the  picture  with  its  

advanced tools, like Dashboard, to help the 

administrator monitor, and fix issues before 

they become a catastrophic disaster. 

Locating and fixing incorrect scanned formats, 

for example BMP BIN files that 

should have been TIFF BIN files for 

better performance. 

The new NTS Rx-

Manager can help 

discover documents 

without pages, or 

locate orphan pages 

with no association 

to any documents. 

The OpenText AX 

program provides 

an excellent Audit 

log events for AX 

activities. The NTS 

Rx-Manager pro-

gram provides Audit Event Queries 

that can be saved and run at anytime, 

including from the program com-

mand-line-interface.  The NTS Rx-

Manager program takes Audit to the 

next level with real-time Warnings 

and email Alarms when Audit Event 

Rules are activate by Audit log events. 

Benefits: 

 Multiple Event Types in all Audit Queries 

 Save and Run Audit Queries at anytime 

 Real-time Warnings / Alarms from Audit Log 

 Discovery of Documents without Pages 

 Uncovering of Orphan Pages without Documents 

 Detection and Conversion of large BMP to TIFF 

 Real-time user Logins, Activities, Doc-Locks & PID 



The NTS Rx-Manager Dashboard action panel gives a 
quick real time view of the AX status with regards to    
warnings/alarms, logins, apps, documents and pages. 

Dashboard Overview 

The Dashboard action panel is comprised of four panels: Applications, PID,  
Active Documents, and Warnings/Alarms. Each panel can be enabled or 
disabled.  When disabled, the query function of the panel information is 
also disabled. 
Each column can be sorted in ascending or descending order 
to give a more informative view of the active information.   
Note that the Dashboard does not require login to show Dashboard info. 

The AX Application panel shows current applica-
tions in the system.  Each application includes 
ID, Total Document / Page count and last used 
Doc ID / Object ID. 
 

Document and page count may increase or 
decrease as documents and pages are either 
added to the application, or deleted from the 
application.  Note: Last used Doc ID and Object 
ID will always increase as documents and pages 
are added to the application.  

The PID panel shows the current 
PID table. The PID table stores in-
formation relating to the currently 
active login sessions (User Name 
and Workstation) on the AX system 
and what state (App Name and 
Action) the user is in. 

With the new option to set Warn-
ings, which are Event Notifications, 
the AX user can now create filters 
that will, in real time, show the 
events  just  after  they  occur  in  
the NTS Rx-Manager dashboard 
panel. 
 

The user defined Warnings can be 
elevated to Alarms. When the 
alarm is triggered by an event, the 
program will email or text-message 
an administrator or support group 
that a requested notification has 
just occurred, per a predefined 
email address. 
 

With this feature the Audit logging 
is no longer a postmortem list of 
things that has occurred in the past. 

The Active Document panel shows documents 
that are currently open and locked for edit.  
Each locked document is identified by App Name 
and Doc ID plus who (User Name) has locked the 
document, and from which Workstation.  
 

AX and WX locks documents differently.  In AX, 
the first user who opens a document and has 
editing rights, will lock the documents no matter 
if the user needs to edit the document or just 
view the document. 
 

Under WX, a document is opened, but not 
locked, in display mode.  If the user has editing 
rights and selects open to edit, then the docu-
ment will be locked. 
 

Note: If a document is locked by a user, then no 
other users can edit the same document.  How-
ever, the document can still be viewed in read 
only mode with the current index values.  

Case Story 
 

A health insurance company cre-
ated a virtual workstation to run 
the NTS Rx-Manager for only view-
ing Warnings. 
 

By disabling the tree top views and 
expanding the Warning Event Noti-
fications they at anytime could see 
who is doing what, in what applica-
tion and from what workstation. 



AX Audit Filter 
The NTS Rx-Manager AX Audit action panel is a filtering tool to extract specific information from 
the AX RAW audit table of recorded AX events. 

The option, Include Event Type, provides an easy way to include or exclude 
what events should be displayed in the result grid. 

The AX Audit Filter helps the administrator to 
filter out specific information from the extensive 
and very raw AX Audit Log table. 
Without the use of the NTS Rx-Manager AX Au-
dit Filter, administrators tent to record less in-
formation for easy viewing and sometimes, 
therefore, will miss important events.  With the 
AX Audit filter, the administrators can record 
every event, and then at research time can the 
apply filter and view what is important. 
The AX Audit Filter works on two levels: User, 
App, Time and Event Types. 
With the User and App dropdown list box, all 
users in all applications can be viewed or only a 
specific user in a specific application can be 
viewed. 
The Time Preset: Today, Yesterday, This Week, 
This Month or Any time range can narrow down 
a specific event in time. 

Filter AX Events 

Documents New Document, Delete Document, Modify Index, New Index, Delete 
Index, Open Page, Insert Page, Delete Page, Insert Version, Delete 
Version, Annotate Page, OCR Page 

Query Execute Query, Save Query, Delete Query, Modify Query 

Batch Create Batch, Delete Batch, Batch Import, Batch Index, Add Batch 
Page, Delete Batch Page, Attach Batch Page 

Application Create Application, Delete Application, Modify Application 

User Login, Logout, Create User, Delete User, Modify User 

Group Create Group, Delete Group, Modify Group, Create Anno Group, 
Delete Anno Group, Modify Anno Group 

Queue Create Queue, Delete Queue 

Tools ODMA, Import, Archive, Migration, Generic Import, License Server 

Reason 
Code 

Reason Code Required, Reason Code Display, Reason Code Print, 
Reason Code Export, Reason Code Email 

Retention RM Retention, RM Transfer, Retention Job 

With the Save Result Set 
button, the displayed 
result set can be saved 
in a CSV formatted file, 
which can be interro-
gated in Excel or any 
other database, at a 
later time.  

The Send Done Email option is only 
available if the program is configured 
to send emails.  In some cases, the 
option is shown as disabled, which 
indicates that the action would be 
completed fairly quickly and, there-
fore no need to send an Email notify-
ing the action is completed.   

The user defined query can be saved with the NTS Rx-
Manager program Save Audit Report Query button, so it 
can be executer at a later time.  This function is ideally 
used with queries that are frequently needed like; daily 
altered documents, weekly created documents or even 
monthly deleted documents.   
Saved queries can be selected and run from the AX Audit 
Reports action panel. 



The NTS Rx-Manager AX Audit Reports action panel provides to the user an easy way to run saved 
Query Reports.  When an AX Audit Report is selected the program will switch to the AX Audit ac-
tion panel and run the selected report.  

AX Audit Queries 

Listed Query Reports in this action panel are created and 
saved using the AX Audit action panel.   
The power of saved Query Reports is that they provide an 
easy way for the user to execute frequently used Audit Re-
ports, like “End of Month Status” without having to remember 
the exact settings. 
This panel is the user interface to run reports which can also 
be accomplished via the programs command-line interface.  

Case Story 

A food distributor had issues with AX,  users could not login and perform their du-

ties. 

At first, the issue was contributed to not enough AX Licenses.  However, per the 

design of the system, the installed 25 user system should be sufficient, even with 

some margin of error. 

Before acquiring more licenses, the company wanted to do a study of who and how 

the current AX system was used. 

This was done by installing the NTS Rx-Manager program, and monitoring the PID 

table compared to the Active Document panel information. The food distributor 

discovered there were users who logged into AX in the morning, but did not really 

utilized the system. 

After interviewing those users, they found that most of them did this to ensure that 

if they needed to use AX, they would be able to access the system with no issues 

due to limited license count. 

The food distributor moved those users to WX and it resolved the login issue.      

Each Query Report is listed by the user defined Report Name 
and Report Version, plus the system Report Date (creation 
date of the report).  Listing can be sorted by clicking the col-
umn heading. 
Reports can be Run, Edit or Deleted using one of the three 
Action buttons on the right side of the panel.  Both the Run 
and the Delete functions will prompt the user for execution of 
the action before it takes place. 

When logged in as either “User” or 

“Administrator” with access to  Warn-

ings/Alarms and Configuration panels 

the Session History under Login be-

comes active. 

The Session History shows the current 

days activities, which are also found in 

the NTS Rx-Manager program log file. 

The list is showing the current action 

performed on the top and the earlier 

actions below. 

To see the full line of information, if not 

show, click on the line and the help tool 

tip will display the full line. 

If Session History is blank then no action 

has take place on the current day. 



AX Audit Warnings & Alarms 
The NTS Rx-Manager AX Audit Warnings and Alarms function that are showing in the Dashboard 
action panel are created and managed by the Warnings/Alarms configuration action panel which 
requires Administrator login . 

Warnings are Event Notifications 

triggered by rules, and are shown in 

the NTS Rx-Manager Dashboard 

panel. 
Alarms are Warnings that have 

been enabled to send emails or text

-messages to the administrator, 

internal support group, or any pre 

specified email address. 

Case Story  
An international security company is tracking Work Orders 
and Accounts in AX.  
Neither Work Orders nor Account Documents should be de-
leted, but it has happened from time to time and this was 
discovered by the AX administrator looking at the Audit data.   
The AX administrator created an NTS Rx-Manager Alarm for 
the event when a document is deleted in the applications. 
Several weeks later, the AX administrator got the text-
message that a Work Order was deleted. 
Right away the AX administrator talked to the employee who 
deleted the Work Order.  The reason for the deletion was 
that the order was canceled.  What the employee did not 
know was the canceled Work Orders should not be deleted 
but have the document status altered from “active” to 
“canceled”. 
Correcting things when they happen are much better than 
days or weeks later.  

Case Story 
A law office IT department had noticed, by reading the Audit 
log data, that from time to time a none-authorized work-
station was logged on to the system with legit AX credentials. 
One solution was to block the workstation, but that would 
not shine light on who and why the person was on the work-
station and more importantly who had the legit AX creden-
tials. 
The law office IT department deployed the NTS Rx-Manager 
program.  They created an alarm that would go off if some-
one logged on the specific workstation and opened an AX 
document. 
The alarm did the job, and when the IT personnel walked up 
to the workstation they discovered that the user was the legit 
owner of the AX login credentials.  This person just decided to 
work on this workstation from time to time. 
Everything was fine, and IT incorporated the workstation into 
the system. 

Rules are comprised by one or more equations.  

If more than one equation, the equations are 

boolean AND connected; meaning all of the 

equations have to be true to fire off the warning 

or alarm. 
Equations are an user selected Event Type tested 

against an Event Value, per a specified Operator, 

such as: equal, not equal, greater than, greater 

than or equal, less than, or less than or equal. 

The Event Type can be one of the 

following types: Event ID, Applica-

tion Name, Document ID, User 

Name, Workstation Name or Time 

Stamp.  

The Event Value is either entered by 

the user as a value or selected from 

a database lookup performed by the 

NTS Rx-Manager program. 



The NTS Rx-Manager AX DB Validation action panel interrogates the AX Documents table and 
Page table, ensuring all documents have pages and the system has zero orphan pages with no 
association to any documents. 

AX DB Validation 

One of the more powerful parts of the AX system is the segregation between the Document table and the Page table.   The 
Document table includes index information about the documents.  Whereas, the Page table includes information about each 
page object in the document, plus information about the physical path to the page BIN file.  Via the Doc ID, the Document table 
links to one or more records in the Page table. If this link is broken, then a document would not have any pages to display when 
retrieved. Seen from the Page table’s viewpoint, if the Doc ID link is broken, then the page is an orphan page; it does not have an 
association to a parent document. 

After selecting the AX Application 
to interrogate, the administrator 
will select the Validation Type 
(Document or Page). 
 
Documents that have a broken Doc 
ID link with no pages will be shown 
in the result grid. 
 
The result grid will display all the 
index fields pertaining to the docu-
ment, plus the three internal fields: 
Page Count, Doc ID and App 
Name / ID. 

The page validation 
ensures that every 
record in the Page 
table has, via the Doc 
ID, a parent Docu-
ment. 
If no document is 
found, the page infor-
mation will be dis-
played in the result 
grid: Doc ID, Object ID, 
Physical BIN file Loca-
tion, Page #, Path ID 
and App Name / ID.   

One of the reasons a system can have orphan pages is if a document was deleted, but the page record was not removed when 
the document record was deleted.  Orphan pages can be view, and interrogated, by double clicking on the record line in the 
result grid.   

If a document is located without any pages, which can happen if a document is scanned, and the page or pages are deleted be-
fore rescan, then most likely no rescan was performed. Double clicking on the record line in the result grid, will not display the 
document, because there are no pages to display and the index information is already shown in the result grid. 

With the Save Result Set button, the displayed result set can be saved in a CSV formatted file, which can be interrogated in Excel 
or any other database, at a later time.     



AX BIN Validation 
The NTS Rx-Manager AX BIN Validation action panel interrogates the page object BIN files to en-
sure that every page can not only be displayed upon user request, but that it also conforms to 
the file spec of the application. 

The AX BIN Validation can be done from two different viewpoints: Application Driven or Repository Driven.   
If Application Driven validation is selected, the administrator will select an AX Application and the program will use the Page 
table to ensure that all the pages have an associated BIN file. Each file can be opened, read and the type of BIN is validated. 
If the Repository Driven validation is selected, the administrator will select a starting folder to interrogate.  This means that the 
link between the Page table and BIN is not tested.  However, all the BIN files in the starting folder and underlying sub-folders will 
be tested to ensure that they can be opened, read and the type of the BIN is validated. 

Detected BMP BIN files can be, 
on the fly, converted to TIFF 
compressed BIN files.  This will 
save disk space because the 
BMP uncompressed files are 100 
larger than the TIFF files. 

The result grid can display the 
results from several different 
filtered results: Not Found Files, 
Read Errors, BMP Files, Fixed 
BMP Files and Other Files. 
The Fixed BMP Files are only 
shown if the Validation Action to 
convert BMP BIN files to TIFF 
BIN files was selected. 
Other Files are files that are not 
TIFF, PDF or BMP files, for exam-
ple: a MS Word Document. 
Double clicking on the displayed 
record will display the file, if 
found, and can be opened.  
With the Save Result Set button, 
the displayed result set can be 
saved in a CSV formatted file.  
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BIN Locator 

AX Annotation 

The NTS Rx-Manager AX BIN Locator action panel is a help tool to easily convert 
an Object ID from a selected application to a physical location of the BIN file. 

The Object ID found in the Page 
table is the link to that actual 
BIN file in the repository pointed 
to by the Page table’s path infor-
mation. If the repository is span-
ning several volumes / entries in 
the path table then this function 
will help locate the BIN file. 
. 

The Object ID value is hatched 
into a two layer sub-folder struc-
ture by AX, and can easily be 
found using the BIN Locator. 
By double clicking on the found 
the BIN record, the actual BIN 
file will be displayed. 

The NTS Rx-Manager AX Annotation action panel is another help tool that will   
locate all document pages that have Annotation.  

Annotation comes in different 
types like Text, Rubber Stamp or 
graphics shapes. 
An annotation is an internal AX 
overlay descriptive file. 
The annotation is associated 
with the user who created the 
annotation.     
Double clicking any row will 
open the computers defaulted 
web browser and connect to the 
OpenText WX application re-
questing the associated docu-
ments to be displayed.  The user 
may be requested to login to the 
actual Web Xtender session. 

Case Story 

An insurance company employs lots of temps for scanning the high volumes of insurance documents.  One 

issue they have is to ensure the scanning personnel always scans in compressed TIFF mode.  Clearly, it slips 

from time to time and the end result is large uncompressed BMP BIN files, which uses extra disk space. 

Big BMP BIN files are around 100 times larger in file size than compressed TIFF BIN files.  This means that if 

this is not controlled, the BIN file repository size will expand fast and, therefore, run out of allocated space, 

especially when the system has millions of documents and tens of millions of pages.  

By installing the NTS Rx-Manager program and monitoring the BIN file types, the insurance company has an 

easy way to fix the issue, when needed.  

An extra benefit of the NTS Rx-Manager program to the insurance company is the dashboard gives them a 

quick view of the system use. 
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